This week has been all about debugging code. The simulator is giving us more problems than we anticipated. By modifying the code, the simulator is behaving differently, and we are triggering assertions that shouldn’t be triggering. We encounter a problem in our way every time we fix the previous problem. We had spent all this week figuring out what’s not working. Gladly, we found some bugs in our code which didn’t even thought about. That’s the beauty of debugging, when you try to resolve 1 problem you notice that you had like 5 more.

Our direct supervisor tried to help us, but he doesn’t see anything wrong in what we are doing. Probably because the code we insert is well commented and organized, but we have a logic error certainly. The supervisor is working on deadlines of his own, which means this week we didn’t get much help. Oh well.

In our weekly meeting with the faculty advisor, she told us she was really surprised of our progress, even that we are in the debugging “phase”. She knows that we worked hard, and that she was going to let us to continue alone until next week (6th) to see if she can help us. She wants to see how far we can get by our own. Oh well....... 

This week was shorter because of the July 4th weekend! That means I’m going to Dallas from late Thursday until Sunday! Be sure to check the Extras!